Let's Talk Allyship: Community-Designed Solutions

The Let's Talk Allyship: Community-Designed Solutions challenge takes the Coatesville community through a process of innovation to explore, test, adapt, and fine-tune community-created solutions. These solutions will be adopted and implemented by the government, nonprofits, and grassroots efforts.

The goal of these challenge series is for Greater Coatesville residents to provide solutions to one or more of the seven questions formed by over 100 community members. The challenge questions relate to health, well-being, education, employment, housing, and economic revitalization. Thirty ideas presented to the public in February, March, April, May, and June will be awarded cash prizes.

Would you or your business like to join The Alliance in supporting this investment in ideas for community-driven change?

Partnership Opportunities

Platinum Partner (all series): 5 available $5,000
- Recognition during all 5 sessions from January - June
- Speaking opportunity at beginning of events
- Picture with all awardees during events
- Name listed in congratulatory letter to all awardees
- Representative from company/organization to serve on expert panel to award first place prize
- Ongoing updates of idea progression
- Website, social media, and Eblast acknowledgement of community investor during entire series

Gold Partner (one per session): 5 available $2,500
- Picture with 1st place awardee during chosen series date
- Name listed in congratulatory letter to 1st place awardee
- Representative from company/organization to serve on expert panel to award first place prize
- Ongoing updates of idea progression
- Website, social media, and Eblast acknowledgement of community investor

Silver Partner (one per session): 5 available $1,000
- Picture with 2nd place awardee during chosen series date
- Name listed in congratulatory letter to 2nd place awardee
- Ongoing updates of idea progression
- Website, press release, social media, and Eblast acknowledgement of event

Bronze Partner (three per session): 15 available $500
- Picture with 3rd place awardees during chosen series date
- Ongoing updates of idea progression
- Website, press release, social media, and Eblast acknowledgement of event

Potential investment opportunities in community solutions may become available
Let's Talk Allyship: Community-Designed Solutions

Yes! I want to invest in community-driven ideas formed by residents to unleash the potential of Greater Coatesville!

Partnerships can be made through The Alliance's web donation page at https://alliancehealthequity.org/donate/

OR

Secure your partnership by enclosing this completed form and check to The Alliance

Name and Company (if applicable):______________________________________________

Partnership type:

☐ Platinum  ☐ Gold  ☐ Silver  ☐ Bronze

OR

Contact Alyssa Kotzmann, Development and Communications Manager at 610.380.9080 Ext. 803 or akotzmann@alliancehealthequity.org with your partnership commitment

More information about the Let's Talk Allyship: Community-Designed Solutions challenge can be found on The Alliance's website

Thank You!